
   

 

Scratch32 Race Entry List 
‘How To’ Fill in the Form  

   
FOCUS: 
The focus of Scratch32 will be on the cars that we each build to race. The cars will be the ‘stars’ of this show - not 
the track nor any racer. Even though pictures are worth ‘a thousand words’ a picture alone cannot tell the 
complete story of what lies beneath a beautifully prepared shell. For this reason we have the Scratch32 Race 
Entry List for everyone to complete prior to rolling to the grid. This information which we will share after every 
event together with race photos will give everyone who actively participates a chance to learn and hopefully 
improve both the quality and performance of their future projects. 
LOOKS COMPLICATED BUT VERY SIMPLE: 
The form is divided into four ‘classes’, one in each corner, to reflect the classes raced that date. Under each 
‘class’ heading you will find space for two separate cars/entries, for a total of eight cars/entries all together on the 
that same page. If you have a primary and a backup car you know you will present to the grid for any given class 
then you have enough space for both. If not, just fill in one car/entry for the class. Please do your best to fill in the 
information as accurately for at least the car you plan to race. The benefit of doing so will become obvious as the 
season gets underway. 
FILLING IN THE FORM - IDENTITY: 
The first part constitutes basic information to identify every entrant: car race number, the driver of that car (based 
on historically accurate racing data, the driver actually depicted by the model’s figure/face/helmet/driver badge, or 
a fictitious but appropriate name – use your imagination) and actual car/chassis information - provide as much 
detail as you can.  
MOTOR: 
Simply check whichever box applies. If the motor isn’t listed check ‘other’ and fill in the make/type/rpm. 
GEARING: 
R32 had ‘stock’ gearing restrictions in some classes which are now done away with in Scratch32. Simply fill in the 
number of teeth for both your pinion and crown (or spur). 
OVERALL WEIGHT: 
There are no weight restrictions in any Scratch32 class but it will benefit everyone to know how much every entry 
weighs. Our measurements are in grams. I have an accurate scale you are free to use prior to presenting your 
models to the grid. 
CHASSIS: 
Please be as accurate as possible. Any manufactured chassis which is still assembled by the builder is to be 
considered ‘Ready To Run’, including any vintage chassis. All plastic chassis will also be considered ‘Ready To 
Run’. If you used wire/brass in your chassis and/or aftermarket brackets please check off the appropriate box. (If 
you custom made brackets yourself to use in your build then leave this blank.) If other materials such as carbon 
fibre are used make a note of that under ‘other’. 
BODY: 
Even if you’ve painted a ‘Ready To Run’ body please check this box together with the ‘custom paint’ box. Check 
the ‘custom decal’ box only if you made/printed your own decals. If you made your body entirely from scratch (ie. 
carved out of Basswood) then do not check either ‘RTR’ or ‘Body Kit’. 
CHASSIS/MOTOR CONFIGURATION: 
If inline indicate whether the motor is located just ahead of the rear axle or nearer to the front axle. Whether or not 
reducing gears/transmission are used is irrelevant. If the gap between the motor and the rear axle is more than 
30mm then it is considered front motored – we may need to adjust this number yet.  
BODY STYLE: 
Choose the most appropriate option using your best judgement. Ask if you are unsure. 
INTERIOR: 
Choose the most appropriate option. If the driver’s compartment detail is nearly flush with the chassis opening 
then it is considered ‘Flat’. Usually these ‘Cards’ have the top of the driver’s arms, shoulders/hands and steering 
wheel detail. A ‘Full’ interior must contain a complete driver figure, including feet without any portion of the torso or 
rear end cut, altered, hollowed or removed. If a driver’s torso and hips together with tops of their legs are visible 
then this would typically be considered ‘Half’.   
 


